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Age Rating
4+
Apps in this category do not contain restricted content.

9+
Apps in this category may contain mild or occasional cartoon, fantasy or real-life violence, as well as occasional or mild adult, sexually suggestive or horrifying content and may not be suitable for children under 9 years of age.

12+
Apps in this category may contain occasional mild indecent language, frequent or intense cartoon or real-life violence, minor or occasional adult or sexually suggestive material, and simulated gambling, and may be for children under 12 years of age.

17+
You must be at least 17 years old to access this App.
Apps in this category may contain frequent and intense offensive language; Frequent and intense cartoon, fantasy or realistic violence: frequent and intense adult, scary and sexually suggestive subjects: as well as sexual content, nudity, tobacco, alcohol and drugs, may not be suitable for children under 17 years of age.
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About Pdf Scanner - Scan App
Pdf Scanner - Scan App

Scan, print and manage documents with your iOS device!
Using only your iPhone or iPad you can instantly scan and print any written, printed or graphic material, including:
- Contracts for your partners or clients;
- Business cards;
- Receipts to track your expenses;
- Paper notes and mindmaps to save the best ideas for future reference;
- Book pages and articles for further reading and analysis;
- Texts that don't offer a digital copy;
Or any other multipage document for different purposes.

PDF Scanner, QRCode Scan, BarCode Scan and OCR Image To Text
Scanner App Scammer is the best app for scanning and saving a digital version of a paper document. Scan any papers, ranging from a receipt to multi-page documents. Document Scan Pdf Scanner will automatically detect borders, correcting distortion and geometry. Share, email and upload your perfect scans. Use OCR to convert any scan into a text.

Advanced PDF Scanner app:
– Scan to high-quality PDF or JPEG
– Recognize and edit any text from your scans
– Automatic shutter and border detection for any scannable object
– Advanced pic processing with enhancement and color correction, noise removing, automatic perspective correction and more
– Multipage scanning – scan as many pages as you like
File Manager:
– Full featured file manager with folders and document editing
– Sort documents by time, date or name
-Scan to pdf, document scanner, scan documents, scanner app, scan app, pdf scan, fast scanner, scannerapp, scanner pro, scan pdf, scammer, escaner, scaner, iscanner.
+ Fast and Easy Scanning + 
Paper documents, receipts, checks, agreements, rentals, dashboards. Scanner Pro does a great job scanning all sorts of papers and digitizing them. You can even scan agreements and books into multi-page PDFs or JPEGs.

+ Advanced Image Processing + 
Create great-looking documents with original pictures, color stamps and signatures. Document Scan Pdf Scanner will automatically detect borders in real time, correcting distortion and geometry. You can also adjust the crop area manually, by tapping on the screen.

+ QRCode Scanner, BarCode Scanner

+ Text Recognition (OCR) + 
Convert any scan into a text that can be selected and copied. for English language

+ Edit. Save. Edit again. + 
Every change you make to your scans is kept track of as you make it. That means you can always go back and change or reverse an edit if you need to.

Privacy Policy: https://hoangdavis.blogspot.com/2021/05/privacy-policy.html
Terms Of Use: https://hoangdavis.blogspot.com/2021/05/terms-of-service.html
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Was ist neu in der neuesten Version 1.7.0
Last updated on Nov 16, 2021
Alte Versionen

- Fixbug
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Version History
1.7.0
Nov 16, 2021

- Fixbug

1.6.0
Aug 28, 2021

- Fixbugs

1.1.0
Aug 2, 2019

- Fixbug
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Pdf Scanner - Scan App FAQ
Wie kann ich Pdf Scanner - Scan App herunterladen, wenn es in Ihrem Land nicht verfügbar ist?





Klicken Sie hier, um zu erfahren, wie Sie Pdf Scanner - Scan App in eingeschränkten Ländern oder Regionen herunterladen können.


Was sind die Mindestanforderungen für die Ausführung von Pdf Scanner - Scan App?





Überprüfen Sie die folgende Liste, um die Mindestanforderungen von Pdf Scanner - Scan App zu sehen.
iPhone


iPad






Welche Sprache unterstützt Pdf Scanner - Scan App?





Pdf Scanner - Scan App unterstützt English





Pdf Scanner - Scan App Alternative
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Das könnte Ihnen auch gefallen
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